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Abstra t.

Magneti Resonan e Image (MRI) analysis allows to nd
patterns on physiologi al and pathologi al pro esses. Nevertheless, extra ting MRI information posses a hallenge due to high-dimensional
voxel-wise feature spa es. As an alternative, a new supervised kernelbased representation approa h for MRI dis rimination is proposed. In
this sense, the shape features of brain stru tures is highlighted by the
inherent inter-sli e similarities of a 3D MRI volume. For testing the proposed approa h, an SVM lassier is trained using the ADNI dataset
and tested on the CADDementia images for dementia diagnosis. Attained lassi ation results (86% average a ura y on ADNI and 83% on
CADDementia) prove that our fully automati methodology is able to
dis riminate dementia patients.
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Introdu tion

The use of Brain Magneti Resonan e Images (MRI) allows analyzing the inuen e of physiologi al and pathologi al pro esses on stru tural or fun tional
properties of brain regions [1℄. Spe i ally, for Alzheimer's Disease (AD), whi h
is the leading form of dementia, it is well-known that stru tures as grey matter
and hippo ampus tend to be redu ed [6℄. Su h fa ts have raised the interest
on the development automati MRI dis rimination tools for supporting the AD
diagnosis.
Some approa hes in MRI dis rimination are the following: In [2℄, an introdu ed mean shift algorithm is employed to perform atlas strati ation to determine whether ea h population is best represented the onsidered multi-modal
distribution. In [1℄, a ranked atlas sele tion is performed by omputing image
similarities among subje t images based on measures like sums of squared differen es (SSD), ross- orrelation, or mutual information. In any ase, those estimators do not guarantee onvergen e due to the involved highly-dimensional
spa es.
Here, to improve MRI dis rimination, we propose a new kernel-based representation based on the omputed inherent Inter-Sli e Kernel (ISK) relationship
that makes prominent brain stru ture distributions. Spe i ally, we ompare
three dierent types of ISK-based feature representation to estimate pairwise

MRI similarities using generalized Eu lidean metri s. We tune all needed metri parameters by means of a entered alignment approa h, so that the obtained
kernels resemble the most prior demographi information [4,3℄. The proposed approa h is tested on MRI data dis rimination using dementia ategories (namely,
Normal Control (NC), Late Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) and Alzheimer's
Disease (AD)).
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2.1

Proposed Algorithm Des ription
MRI Representation based on Inter-Sli e Similarities

A 3D Magneti Resonan e Image (MRI) volume omprises a spatially stru tured
set of intensity voxels Ψ ={xr ∈R : r=(i, j, k)}, where xr is the magneti eld
intensity measured at lo ation r∈R⊂N3 . Provided this spatial stru ture, we
des ribe the MRI volume as an ordered set of 2D sli es along the axis views as:
Ψ = {Xiv ∈ RLv′ ×Lv′′ : i ∈ {1, · · · , Lv }}

(1)

where v is ea h one of the onsidered axes, noted as: axial, a, sagittal  s, and
oronal  c, i indexes the sli es, Lv orresponds to the volume size in the onsidered axis and Lv′ , Lv′′ are volume sizes in the remaining axes. The arrangement
in Eq (1) provides a useful way to analyze MRIs by medi al spe ialists sin e to
read information on the whole 3D volume is harder than on a single 2D sli e. So,
we take advantage of this introdu ed sli e view and propose the use of the InterSli e Kernel (ISK) to en ode pairwise similarities of the
 image sli e set in the
ve tor, sv ∈RPv , with elements des ribed as: svij = κX dX Xiv , Xjv : ∀i < j ,
′′
′′
′
′
where dX : RLv ×Lv ×RLv ×Lv → R is a used distan e operator for implementing
the positive denite kernel fun tion κX {·}, and Pv =Lv (Lv − 1)/2, so sv be omes
the ISK representation of the image Ψ along ea h axis v. It is worth noting that
the ISK representation be omes mu h smaller than the original image spa e, i.e.,
Lv (Lv − 1)/2 ≪ Lv Lv′ Lv′′ .
2.2

Learning MRI Similarities by Kernel Centered Alignment

We establish an MRI Similarity Kernel (MSK), K v ∈RN ×N from a set of MRI
volumes {Ψn : n∈{1, . . . , N }}, that is the ISK matrix version representing highdimensional image information along the axes, where N is the number of onsidered MRIs. Spe i ally, we perform MRI similarities, for every axis v, by omv
∈K v , between the ISK-based features as:
puting ea h pairwise relationship, knm
v
knm
= κs {dSA (svn , svm )} : n, m ∈ {1, . . . , N }

(2)

where dSA : RPv × RPv → R is a ertain a distan e operator implementing the
positive denite kernel fun tion κs {·}. In order to reveal the main ISK relationships for learning MRI similarities, we rely on the Mahalanobis distan e dened
in Pv -dimensional spa e with inverse ovarian e matrix Av Av ⊤ as:
dSA 2 (svn , svm ) = (svn − svm ) Av Av ⊤ (svn − svm )⊤ .

(3)

where matrix Av ∈RPv ×Dv holds the linear proje tion νnv =svn Av , with νnv ∈RDv
and Dv ≤ Pv . Moreover, we propose to learn the matrix Av based on the already
estimated ISK-based feature similarities and by adding prior subje t diagnosis
information en losed in the matrix B∈RN ×N . Thus, we measure the dependen e
between both matri es K v and B through the following kernel target entered
alignment fun tion [3,4℄:
ρ (K v , B) =

hHK v H, HBHiF
, ρ ∈ [0, 1]
kHK v HkF kHBHkF

(4)

where H=I − N −1 11⊤ , with H∈RN ×N , is a entering matrix, 1∈RN is an
all-ones ve tor, and notations h·, ·iF and k·, ·kF stand for the Frobenius inner
produ t and norm, respe tively. Generally, the entered version of the alignment oe ient in Eq. (4) gets better orrelation estimates than its un entered
version [4,3℄.
Therefore, we propose to learn MRI similarities from ISK-based features
taking advantage of the Kernel Center Alignment (KCA) ost fun tion des ribed
in Eq. (4). In this sense, prior patient information, e.g, demographi data as
age and gender, an be employed to reveal MRIs dependen ies by learning the
matrix Av that parameterizes a Mahalanobis distan e between pairwise images
(see Eq. (3)). Thereby, given a demographi -based similarity matrix B , a KCAbased fun tion an be formulated to ompute the proje tion matrix Av in Eq. (2)
as:
v
Av ∗ = argmax
(5)
ρ (KA
v , B),
v
A

is the resulting MSK matrix for a provided Av proje tion as given
where
v
in Eq. (2). Consequently, we term ea h KA
v∗ as a Learned MRI Similarity
Matrix (LMSK).
v
KA
v

2.3

MRI Dis rimination using LMSK

The proposed LMSK is learned from an MRI Mahalanobis distan e as in Eq. (4).
With regard to the needed kernel fun tions, be ause of its universal approximating apability [5℄, we hoose the well-known Gaussian kernel noted as follows:


2
g {dz (z, z ′) ; σ} , exp − dz (z, z ′ ) /(2σ 2 ) ,
where σ∈R+ is the kernel bandwidth; z, z ′ ∈ Z is a sample pair in a given feature
spa e Z, and dz : Z×Z → R is a distan e operator in Z. In this sense, we al ulate
ea h ISK-based feature ve tor sv from MRI using the Frobenious norm:

svij = g ||Xiv − Xjv ||F ; σsv .
(6)
Afterwards, we al ulate ea h K v matrix en oding pairwise MRI relationship
as in Eq. (2), yielding:
v
knm
= g (dSA (svn , svm ); σSAv ) .

(7)

We optimize the KCA-based ost fun tion in Eq. (5) to learn Av by a gradient des ent solver, where the initial feasible solution is al ulated by the
Prin ipal Component Analysis algorithm. In addition, the elements of the label kernel B are set as: bnm =δ (cn − cm ), being δ the delta fun tion and where
cn ∈{1, 2, . . . , C} is the label of Ψn . Namely, three lasses are onsidered from the
CADDementia Challenge dataset: Alzheimer's disease (AD), late mild ognitive
impairment (MCI) and healthy ontrols (NC). It is worth noting that every kernel bandwidth in Eqns. (6) and (7) must be properly tuned. Sin e the variability
of the Gaussian kernel g(·; σ) tends to zero whenever the kernel bandwidth tends
to either zero or innity to get an appropriate σ value spanning widely all similarity values, we propose to adjust the Gaussian kernel bandwidth employing
the following riterion (Notation var(·) stands for the varian e operator):
σ ∗ = arg max {var(g(·; σ)}
σ
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(8)

Dataset and Prepro essing

For training the proposed MRI dis rimination approa h, the ADNI dataset was
employed. Spe i ally, a subset of 451 3T MRI volumes are onsidered from subje ts aged from 55 to 90 years (148 NC, 205 MCI, and 98 AD). Provided images
are bias ltered using the well-known N3 algorithm. As a further prepro essing
stage, ea h image is registered to the MNI305 template by an ane transform
to referen e the whole dataset to the Talaira h spa e.
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Results

Figs. 1(a) to 1( ) show a on rete MRI example illustrating all three views. As
seen in Figs. 1(d) to 1(e) displaying their orresponding estimated ISK representations, the red orner pat hes keep the MRI edges with no ontent, i.e., the
ba kground. Moreover, as the Sagittal ISK (see Fig. 1(e)) exhibits symmetry
respe t to the anti-diagonal, it is lear that su h representation is able to keep
the head sagittal symmetry. Therefore, due to the kernel shape varies a ordingly to the brain stru ture distribution, we infer that proposed ISK suitably
hara terizes head shapes.
Using the above proposed feature extra tion stage, a new MRI similarity
matrix, omparing ea h pair of subje ts, is learned using the LMSK approa h.
The prior diagnosis information matrix B and the resulting similarity matrix
K v are depi ted in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b) using the oronal axis view (v = c),
respe tively. From both Figures, it an be seen how the resulting kernel resembles
the most the prior label matrix. For the sake of visualization, resulting LMSK is
de omposed using the well-known PCA and the rst three eigen- omponents are
shown in Fig. 2( ), where the three onsidered lasses an be learly identied.
For the sake of evaluating the proposed approa h a Support-Ve tor-Ma hinebased lassier is trained over the LMSK representation using the whole ADNI
dataset and tested on the CADDementia MRIs. Obtained lass-wise Re eiver

(a)

(b)
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( )

(e) Sagittal
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Fig. 1: Database subje t and their estimated ISK representation per view
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Fig. 2: LMSK results
Operating Chara teristi (ROC) urve for both datasets is depi ted in Fig. 3,
while the onfusion matri es are shown in Table 1. The Fig. 3 shows a lower area
under the urve for the se ond lass, as the Table 1 shows the lowest a ura y for
that lass. Both fa ts imply that MCI subje ts are the most di ult to lassify,
whi h an be due to the wide spread lass distribution (see green subje ts in
Fig. 2( )). From a morphologi al perspe tive, the low a ura y in MCI subje ts
an be related to nature of su h lass. Sin e MCI is an intermediate lass between Healthy and Alzheimer's Disease lasses, those subje ts tend to be more
misdiagnosed than the ones belonging to NC and AD.
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Con lusion

A new supervised kernel-based image representation is introdu ed for automati
MRI-based dis rimination of dementia. The proposed approa h en odes intersli e similarities, whi h are related to the shape features of brain stru tures.
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Fig. 3: Obtained ROC urve for training MRIs in the ADNI and CADDementia
datasets.
Table 1: Dementia lassi ation a ura y [%℄
(a) ADNI 86%

(b)
83.3%

CADDementia

Class CN MCI AD Class CN MCI AD
CN 87.8 9.8 4.1 CN 100 0 0
MCI 7.4 81.5 7.1 MCI 0 0.66 0.34
AD 4.8 8.7 88.8 AD 0 22.2 77.8
Table 2: Computation time per subje t of all methodology stages

Stage
Time [s℄
Registration (Rigid)
21.60 ± 7.74
Feature extra tion (LMSK) 0.05 ± 0.01
Classi ation (SVM)
0.65 ± 0.01
Total
22.3

Furthermore, an SVM is trained using the LMSK representation for lassifying
three dementia ategories (NC, MCI and AD). Taking into a ount the obtained
results over the ADNI and CADDementia datasets, our proposed representation proves to nd the natural inherent distributions of MRI. The methodology
a hieves 86% average lassi ation a ura y on the ADNI training set and 83%
on the CADDementia, using the oronal axis view. It is important to highlight
that all stages on the urrent methodology are fully automati . As future work,
we plan to evaluate axis view ombination strategies and the in lusion of patient
demographi data for enhan ing the representation and lass separability.
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